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The Peace Newsletter
The PNL Collective meets most Wednesdays at 5 :30 PM at
the Peace Council. Call SPC to confirm the time.
Editorial & Production : Beth Berila, Paul Frazier, Karen Hall, Bill
Hamler, Tim Judson, Mike Kernahan, Rae Kramer, Joy Meeker,
Andy Molloy, Beth Mosley, Paul Pearce, David Schechter
Graphics Coordinator : Anita Welych
Cover Coordinator : Karen Kerney

SPC Projects: 472-5478
• SPC-TV — Paul Pearce • Plowshares Craftsfair
• Fair Trial for Mumia Committee

Other Volunteers
Sonali Sathaye, Chuck Durand, Mardea Warner, Amy Bartell,

Vanessa Johnson, Ed Kinane, Aggie Lane, Joan Goldberg,
Ruth Putter, Margaret Birdlebough, Kathy Barry, Brian

Caufield, Fredrick Noyes, Jolie Rickman, Bill Mazza, Lance
Hogan, Bill Ham ler, Sylvia Burgess, Daniel Bowers, Carol

Baum, Chris Spies-Rusk, Susan Adair, Nick Orth,
Michael DeSalvo

Statement of Ptarpose

The Syracuse Peace Council (SPC), founded in 1936, is an
antiwar/social justice organization . It is community-based, autono-
mous and funded by the contributions of its supporters.

SPC educates, agitates and organizes for a world where
war, violence and exploitation In any form will no longer exist . It
challenges the existing unjust power relationships among nations,
among people and between ourselves and the environment. As
members, we work to replace Ineauallty, hierarchy, domination and
powerlessness with mutual respect, personal empowerment` coop-
eration and a sense of community.

Present social Injustices cannot be understood in Isola-
tion from each other nor can they be overcome without recognizing
their economic and militaristic roots . SPC stresses a strategy that
makes these connections clear. We Initiate and support actMtles
that help build this sense of community and help tear down the walls
of oppression. A fundamental basis for peace and justice Is an
economic system that places human need above monetary profit.
We establish relationships among people based on cooperation
rather than competition or the threat of destruction.

Our political values and personal lives shape and reflect
each other. In both we are committed to nonviolent means of conflict
resolution and to a process of decision-making that responds to the
needs of us all .

r Alliances, Coalitions & Contacts
Peace Action of CNY
Diane Swords

	

478-7442
Peace Brigades International
Ed IGnane

	

478-4571
P.E.A.C.E., Inc.
Louis Clark

	

470-3300
People Against the Death Penalty

637-3344
People for Animal Rights

488-PURR (7877)
Physicians for Social
Responsibility 488-2140
Planned Parenthood 475-5525
PWHIV/ AIDS Support Hotline
Sandra

	

471-5911
ReConslder
Nick or Alex Eyle

	

422-6231
Religion : Other
Phoenix or Kat

	

474-8801
Rose Center
Teri Cameron

	

422-3426
Sarah House

	

475-1747
Save the County

	

637-6066
SEEDS

	

(607) 749-2818
Service Employees International
Robert Tompkins

	

424-1750
Sierra Club
Sue Carlson

	

445-1663
Small Claims Court Action
Center

	

443-1401
S.O .A. Watch/ CNY
Ed Kinane

	

478-4571
Social Workers for Peace
Dick Mundy

	

445-0797
Socialist Party
Ron Ehrenreich

	

478-0793

Fightbackl of CNY
Food Bank of CNY
Food Not Bombs

472-5478
422-0555
437-1899
423-7856

Spanish Action League 471-3762
SU African-American Society

443-4633
Student Environmental Action

Friends of the Fillppino People Coalition
John Bra 445-0698 Michelle Baumffeck

	

423-8000
Gay/Lesbian Alliance 422-5732 Syr. Alternative Media Network
Gay/Lesbla n/Blsexual Student Tim Brachocki

	

425-8806
Assoc. (SU) 443-3599 Syracuse Area Vegetarian Society
Haiti Solidarity SAVES/Joe Connolly

	

437-2163
Ann Tiffany 478-4571 Syracuse Community Choir
Hemlock Society Karen Mihalyi

	

428-8724
Betty Bentley 463-0782 Syracuse Community Radio
Hotel Employees 150 437-0373 Frederic Noyes

	

234-2000
Irish Northern Aid Syracuse Cooperative Federal
Patrick Smith 469-8948 Credit Union

	

471-1116
Jail Ministry 424-1877 Syracuse Cultural Workers
Kenlark Center for Creative Dik Cool 474-1132
Spirituality Syracuse N.O.W . 472-3294
Bourke Kennedy 685-5414 Syr . Real Food Coop 472-1385
Lesbian/Gay Youth 443-3599 Syr . Social Movement Initiative
NAACP Syracuse United Neighbors
Van Robinson 422-6933 Rich Puchalski 476-7475
Natural Organic Farmers Assoc.
Am mie Chickering

	

365-2299
S.U . for Animal Rights
Urban League

	

.
443-4199

New Environment Association Eloise Cowden Curry 472-6955
Harry Schwarzlander
NYPIRG
Onondaga Audobon

446-8009
476-8381
457-7731

Utica Community Action
John Furman

	

797-7020
Witness for Peace Delegations

Onon . Women's Political Caucus Nancy Gwin 422-4689
Peggy Murray 475-7671 Women's Center (SU) 443-4268
Open Hand Theatre Women's Health Outreach
Geoff Navias 476-0466 425-3653
Pax Christi Women's INFO Center 478-4636
Frank Woolever 446-1693

Collectives, Committees
SPC Staff Collective

	

Bookkeeper
Tim Judson

	

SPC Press

	

Duane Hardy
Beth Mosley

	

Paul Pearce

	

SPC Council:
Paul Frazier, Rae Kramer,
Carl Mellor, Andy Molloy,
Marge Rusk, Ann Tiffany

• The Literature Committee
• Program Committee
• Political Action Committee
• Organizational Maintenance Committee
• Pledge Coordinator : Pat Hoffman

Abolish the Biocade of Cuba
Doug igelsrud

	

471-5749
ACLU-CNY Chapter
Barrie Gewanter

	

471-2821
Alliance-PsychiatricSystem
Survivors
George Ebert

	

475-4120
Alternatives to Violence Project
Jay Liestee

	

499-0845
American Friends Service
Committee

	

475-4822
Animal Defense League 479-9105
ARISE

	

472-3171
Atlantic States Legal Foundation

475-1170
Caribbean/Latin Amer . Coalition
Shirley Novak 446-6099
Citizens Against Radioactive
Dumping

	

(607) 753-6271
Citizen Review Board
Felicia Davis

	

448-8750
CNY Center for Occupational
Health and Safety

	

471-6187
CNY Environment
Lee Gechas

	

446-5319
CNY N .O.W.

	

487-3188
Community Media Action Group

423-4783
(607) 255-7293CUSLAR

Dunbar Center
Merriete Pollard

	

476-4269
EON/Transgender Community
Melissa

	

423-4099
Fair Housing Council of CNY
Merrilee Withereil

	

471-0518
Fair Trial for Mumia Committee

(If you want your group listed, please call)
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About the cover :
"Connecting Nuclear Weapons
and Power"
photo by Jamie McCallum

THE PHOTO ON THE COVER iS from a skit
written and performed by Fire in the Belly
Theater, "The Experiment Is Over." It was
performed for the first time in ten years on
September 22, 1998 in front of the Niagara
Mohawk building, downtown Syracuse.

Fire in the Belly resurrected the skit for the
NRC public meeting on Thursday, September
24, in order to draw attention to and inform
people about the dangers of nuclear power and
in particular NiMo's Nine Mile 1 plant (see
page 16 for more on the plant and the meeting).

In the scene shown on the cover, Sally
Sensable (Kathy Barry) discovers the connec-
tion between nuclear power and nuclear weap-
ons, with the help of Will Stopum (Simon
Moron), a NiMo worker (Brian Caufield), Will
Nukem (Tim Judson), and the narrator (Steve
Penn).

Jamie McCallum is an activist and a pho-
tojournalist at SU.

	

— Tim Judson
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Helpers Needed for PNL Revolution

The Peace Newsletter (PNL) is published
monthly by the Syracuse Peace Council . SPC,
founded in 1936, is the oldest community-based
peace and justice organization in the United States.

The PNL strives to serve as the internal
organ of SPC and as a forum for articles which
discuss issues of concern to the peace movement.
The opinions expressed in the PNL reflect the
diversity of opinions within SPC itself. While we are
not able to print every possible viewpoint, we do
welcome letter and article submissions as well as
suggestions and assistance.

ThePNL has very reasonable ad rates ; call
or write for our rates . Movement groups are free to
reprint articles and graphics, but please give credits
and send us a copy flagging the reprint. For-profit
groups, please inquire.

ISSN 40735.4134
The PNL Is available on microfilm from

University Microfilms, Inc., 300 N . Zeeb Rd ., Ann
Arbor, MI 48106.

Subscriptions are $12 a year in the U .S.,
$15 in Canada and Mexico and $25 overseas . The
institutional rate is $15. ThePNL is free to prisoners
and low-income people. Your organization, co-op,
etc . can receive 5-25 PNLseash month . Our circu-
lation is 4500.

Contributions to SPC beyond PNL sub-
scriptions support our activist programs . We al-
ways need your support . Peace Newsletter/Syra-
cuse Peace Council, 924 Bumet Ave, Syracuse,
NY 13203.
PNL Distributors (We Need You Too!)

Pat Hoffman, Elinor Cramer, Chuck
Durand, MargeRusk, Duane Hardy, Bill Hamler,
Daniel Bowers, Ted Widay, Cynthia Maud-
Gembler

November Issue Deadlines
Articles

	

Oct 14
Ads

	

Oct 23
Calendar Items

	

Oct 23

THE MOST ASKED QUESTION throughout Cen-
tral New York this past month : "You got
power?" The best answer heard : "We got the
power, but we don't have electricity ."

Here at the Peace Council we got the
power, but we don't have the workers . Each
month the PNL is written,
edited, published, and dis-
tributed. We are in need a a
few more workers to keep
the PNL moving forward.
We believe
the newsletter
can become a
financial asset
to the SPC,
not an activity
that increases the debit each
month. This may mean more
subscribers, more ads, and
more circulation. We need
workers to help us accomplish modest goals
for the following year.

Duane Hardy's letter (see p . 6) reflects

the current PNL dilemma : many articles
"ought" to be written. We need writers and
editors, as well as artists and graphics people.
Many issues facing Central New Yorkers con-
nect to out international justice concerns . We
need reporters to go out and fmd those stories

and write them.
We need a talkative crew

of volunteers who can get
on the phones and organize
a call-in for more PNL sub-
scriptions.
We need someone(s) to

help increase the ads in the
PNL, moving the newslet-
ter from the red into the
black.
The current editorial staff

— Bill Hammler, Tim
Judson, and Mike Kernahan
— welcomes your call.

Reach Tim Judson at the SPC (472-5478) and
let him know your talents and interests.

— Paul Frazier

continued on page 5
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The Insiders
a letter from Doris Sage
"The worst sexism in America
today is in our women's prisons.
They may be convicted of
prostitution, addiction, theft,
murder.. . at that point they are
all prisoners of a system that
works impartially to pervert and
destroy any woman in its'
power."
From WomenIn Prison by Kathryn Watterson
Burkhart, Popular Library Edition 1973;
published by arrangement with Doubleday & Co.,

Inc .

Even though this book was published in
1973, it describes experiences and tells stories
like those heard every day atDanbury Federal
Prison Camp.

The first thing I felt coming into Danbury
was powerlessness, which I tried to intellectu-
alize. I knew powerlessness was an experi-
ence for the families of many of the inner city
students I taught for 21 years. I rationalized it
as a real-life experience of what itmust be like
for them.

-Next I encountered mean spirit, humilia-
tion, and cruelty, from the camp administra-
tion down. One woman told me the most
helpful advice she received was as she was
being processed in. The officer warned her
that she will be held responsible and punished
for rules she did not know. Information is
power: inmates are not informed ; often staff is
not informed or an officer will arbitrarily and
whimsically choose rules they will enforce.
They may take their frustrations out on women
with petty punishments, like dumping dirty
mop water out on the floor after women have
cleaned, ordering them to clean it up again;
ordering women to stand in military drill for-
mation, responding to military orders.

It is painful and exhausting to be con-
stantly on guard, wondering where the next
assault will come from.

Unlike most of the women here, I had
support when I came in : Anne Herman, Ann
Tiffany, and Megan Rice. Anne Herman,
whose sentence began two months before the
three of us, served time in "seg" (lockup) until
thebureaucratic paperwork unique to our situ-
ation was cleared up. It made our entry much
easier than she experienced. We are fortunate
that we can communicate and share with each
other. I am comforted because I believe I am

here for a just cause and am supported daily by
people all over the United States.

My participation in jail volunteer work
taught me that the prison system is unrespon-
sive to its clients and is focused on power and
punishment. I was not prepared for the pain
that vengeance can cause and how pervasive
it can be. I assumed that if I obeyed the rules
and was respectful, I could survive the six
months — and I suppose I am.

It is not just the "receiving" clothing new
inmates wear that identifies them as new to
Danbury. It is the dazed look in their eyes and
frazzled hair. This is especially true if they
came in on the "cattle airlift" where they spend
weeks crossing the country in shackles, stay-
ing in county jails. The term "self-surrender"

had no significant meaning for me until I heard
women tell of their experiences on the airlift.
It is beautiful to see the transformation over
the next few days after the women have taught
them the basic rules, loaned them the necessi-
ties, and someone has done their hair and their
nails . Their face softens, their eyes begin to
focus and they can talk and smile.

New women are usually anxious to get
their work assignments because there is so
little for them to do, so few activities or pro-
grams other than the GED diploma program.
Library services are extremely limited, televi-
sion is not accessible, space for reading and
writing has been taken for beds . Women are

not allowed in the halls or on the stairs; the few
picnic tables outside are often filled with
women talking and playing cards . Tables are
notavailable in the hot sun or when it rains . An
outdoor jungle gym built for visitors ' children
was recently bulldozed down; it became a
symbol of mean-spirited repression . It was a
place for women to gather.

Sitting on the edge of the bed to read or
write is hard on the back and neck . Women are
"out-of-bounds," punishable by being "writ-
ten up" if found in a dorm or cube other than
their own . Dorms are noisy, cubes are tiny and
hot. Two huge industrial fans run day and
night with the roar of an airplane propeller
which makes conversation difficult.

Living under prevailing stress women are
oftenexhausted and depressed. Some do their
"time" sleeping when not on work assign-
ments; some sit alone for hours staring out
over the scenic valley below us; some spend
hours intricately styling each other's hair and
nails; some lie in the sun developing dark
suntans ; and a few walk the track or work out
in an ancient weight room left over from the
days Danbury was a prison for the Watergate
conspirators.

Women learn to tune out or forget the
little things that make life pleasantly civilized
— a glass of wine with dinner, or mushrooms,
sun-dried tomatoes, herbs and spices in their
food, or a comfortable chair to sit in . Other
women confirm they never think about inti-
mate relations with their partners.

Other women admit that they are not
aware of dreaming. I recall only one dream
and it is still very vivid. I was in bed and rolled
over (something I can't do on my bunk) . I was
in our queen-sized bed at home. I rolled over
into Dan's arms and he said "It's all over," and
I felt comforted. But when I tell this dream I
cry.

I fmd peace on the quarter mile track, also
built for the Watergate men. With a Sony
Walkman purchased at the commissary I can
tune into three NPR classical music stations
and walk under an unobstructed, continually
changing, watercolor-painted sky, with the
most beautiful clouds I have ever seen — and
it is healing.

Dods has completed her six-month
sentence for protesting the School of the
Americas in Fort Bening, Georgia and was
released from Danbury, Connecticut)
Federal Prison Camp on September 18.
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Redress of Grievances Pot-Luck and Panel Discussion

The timing of the SPC "Redress of Griev-
ances" pot-luck supper and forum did not take
into account the Labor Day storm . While we
can fantasize hundreds of Central New York-
ers reading their PNL by flashlight or candle-
light, news of the "Redress of Grievances"
evening did not readily get into the light.
Nontheless, for the 30 community people who
attended the pot-luck and discussion (Redress
of Grievances, Friday, September 18, at the
Westcott Community Center), quite a bit of
light was shed on the essential questions:
"What do we do as activists? How do we
protest? How do we measure what we do?
How do we use those skills when the issues
may fall within the justice community isself?"

Given the small gatheirng, the dialogue
took on a genuine feeling of personalism. Rae
Kramer facilitated the evening, bringing the
group from a delicious vegetarian dinner into
a circle of discussion. Rae introduced the
evening with recollections of Dan Sage's let-
ter from prison, printed in the PNL, asking
what is the best way to use ourselves in protest
work. Textbook efinitions of dissent were
presented, and a number of books off the shelf
were identified: "Here I Stand", by Paul
Robeson; Blumenfreld's "Sacco and Vanzetti:
Murderers or Murdered?"; "The Autobiogra-
phy of Malcom X."; and "The Berrigans," the
Holy Cross quarterly dedicated to the Berrigan
brothers . Dissent, Rae remarked, takes many
forms . The panelists were introduced. Each
presented, and we continued with a heartfelt
hour discussion.

Fr . Ted Sizing, active with Central
America issues for many years, shared with
the community his struggle : Do I cross the line
a seond time at Ft. Benning? How do I dis-
cern? Whose reflections do I reread for inspi-
ration and guidance?

Barb DeFrancqueville, working each day
with social services systems: How do I speak
up against the policies I am paid to enforce?
When is my voice heard? And how do I
register my positions on injustices, especially
when the problems sometimes come from the
institutions that purportedly exist to alleviate
suffering?

Doug Iglesrud : How do I work against the
media that paints Cuba and Castro as just this
side of evil? What impressions do Central
New Yorkers have of the blockade against
Cuba? How do we continue to present a per-

spective that runs against mainstream America
mindsets? What makes Pastors for Peace an
effective political organization?

Karen Hall : How do I continue to struggle
for justice when the systemic biases I some-
times face are held in place by members of the
peace and justice community? (As we met, a
petition went around the circle, calling for the
end of the blockade of Cuba . Karen noted how
the petitions were promoted by an interna-
tional religious community, known not only
for its social justice work but also for its
homophobia). How do I create the "space" to
bring to the light basic violations? I'm often
the trouble-maker, it seems. If critical ques-
tions need to be brought up, even though it
may cause a rocky road, it seems important to
do.

Thepractice of action-reflection, as prac-
ticed in the peace nad justice communtiy,
often emphasizes the "action" part and
not enough "reflection." The Redress
of Grievances gathering gave us a
healthy dose of reflection and shar-
ing. Our willingness to learn from
each other, to dialogue about
what we do, to share our suc-
cesses and frustrations, was
modeled clearly at thefo-
r,~~v,•'ry
1 ulaa .
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Thanks to Ted,
Barb, Doug, and
Karen for prepar-
ing and sharing.
A regular gath-
ering ofthis kindmay help a lot in creating that
balance between action and reflection.

— Paul Frazier

Political Action
The political action of the SPC falls into two
main areas: First, there is the work of the PNL,
which is political action, generating and dis-
seminating political news to the community.
Second, there are the organizing, educating,
and agitating activities of the SPC: the efforts
to sustain a campaign against NiMo ; support
for the Day Without the Pentagon protest in
Washington, DC; support for the upcoming
protest at Ft. Benning, GA to close the SOA;
organizing day-after rallys after bombings of

Iraq ; supporting and assisting in protests
against the blockade of Cuba. The list is long.

Last week we sent out the following post-
card to a number of SPC support people . We
want to make sure we did not exclude anyone
who has an interest in working together on
SPC political activties, and are continuing this
invitation to readers of the PNL:

Dear friends of the Syracuse Peace Council,
We are inviting you to a discussion about

the Peace Council's involvement in upcoming
and future political actions . On Thursday
evening, October 8, at 7 pm at the Peace

Council, 924 Burnet Ave., we
will address the SPC's involve-

ment in the upcoming (Octo-
ber) "Day Without thePen-

tagon" action in Wash-
ington,DC, and the pro-

test to Close the SOA,
Ft. Benning, GA,

November 21-22.
We also want to

look ahead to
1999 and

the for-
mation

of an ongoing Political Action Committee of
the SPC. We would like you to take part in
these discussions and hope you can join us.

Please call Beth Mosley at the SPC,
472-5478, and let her know if you can make
thisgathering . We look forward to seeing you.

Simply, we want to develop a committee that
will help organize and carry out SPC political
events.

We will try to combine both the long-range
planning necessary for political change and
the spontaneous acts essential for commuity
protest and education. Can you help out? Call
the SPC and offer your time and talents, and
come to the meeting on October 8.

— Paul Frazier
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LETTERS
Making a Peace-ful Culture
I am seeking to contact everyone who has a
memorial of any kind to peace and peacemak-
ers in their home or yard. My assumption is that
we live in a war, warrior, and violent culture
because the images and messages of aggres-
sion predominate and perpetuate those values
over peace, peacemakers and nonviolence.
While we work to change national policies, we

can also transform our own properties into
places that educate for peace.

I have a sculpture in my back yard which
has PEACE in large letters at the top, with the
names of peacemakers from Jane Addams to
Howard Zinn in raised letters all around the
oval sides . The PEACE letters are also raised to
enable me to grow moss, ferns, or flowers
there, to suggest that the peace proposed is not
only the ending of wars between nations and
groups but between humans and nature. In-
stead of images and messages of aggression
and violence so common on television and our
culture at large, this sculpture reminds us of
peaceful alternatives . A description and photo
are available.

Please contact me if you have a peace
memorial, or if you plan to create one . And tell
your friends to contact me. I will be a clearing-
house for sharing information and photos.

James R . Bennett
2582 Jimmie, Fayetteville, AR 72703-3420

jbennet@comp .uark .edu
(501) 442-4600 x3420

What About the Sanctions?
In the Iran hostage crisis, Walter Kronkite
counted up to 444 days that the hostages were
held. Can we have something is every issue?
If community involvement/connections are at
issue, we do have a Moslem community, and,
at the meeting at South Presbyterian [Church,
March '98], there was a lot of feeling. I think
we need to keep the issue alive . This picture
[printed 8/8/98, Philadelphia Inquirer] can't

be used, of course, but it is the largest things
I've seen in the PRESS . Maybe our story could
be something like this:

600,000 AND COUNTING
Since April, 1991, when the shooting and
bombing stopped in Iraq, that many civilians,
mostly children have died from starvation,
disease and radiation-related illnesses, espe-
cially leukemia . Because of the sanctions,
food and medicines have not been available to
the ordinary people. And because parts and
motors cannot be imported, sewage is still
running in the streets and potable water is
nearly impossible to come by.

Regardless of compliance or non-com-
pliance with weapons inspections, this is still
GENOCIDE. Do we want to wait another
seven plus years, when the death toll will be
something over a million?

The sanctions must be lifted now.
— Duane Hardy

Duane,
Your concern about the lack of coverage

of the US sanctions against Iraq in the PNL
are right on the mark . There are a lot of issues
we don't cover as well or as consistently as
we'd like to, including issues related to the
CNY community, like the Jonny Gammage
case or the problems of pollution on Syracuse's
south side. Because of lack of time and re-
sources on the PNL staff, the range of our
coverage has been limited to what the edito-
rial staff can readily generate themselves or
what people send to us or contact us about
directly.

There are some issues, like this one and
the others above, that stand out as deserving
more of our attention . After the immediate
crisis of US aggression against Iraq ended
last March, I foresaw the issue slipping away
from the PNL — because the crisis was over
and activism in Syracuse was being redi-
rected to other issues, the genocide would slip
back into the shadows again . This despite the
fact that the sanctions were a focus of local
organizing against the US government's
threats of war.

And yet it's the job of the press to keep
important issues in the spotlight, and to put
them there when they are not . We ask nothing
less of the corporate, mainstream press, and
rightly criticize them for it when (as often
happens) they fail to do that job responsibly or
fairly . So why have we let the sanctions slip
out of the PNL's spotlight?

Iraqi women wait for food handouts at a
mosque in Baghdad.

Whereas the mainstream press has more
than enough resources to be covering far
more important news than they generally do
(even mainstream audiences have criticized
the inundation of the media with insignificant
issues, such as the marks on President Clinton's
genitalia), the PNL has been too short of
editorial staff to do the research or outreach
to cover issues we know need to be addressed.

A small group of volunteer editors has
been working hard to get the PNL to press on
time each month, and yet we know this publi-
cation can be so much more than has been
possible lately . While we are trying to regroup
and identify thePNL's needs, it helps to get the
feedback you've offered, Duane . We will de-
vote more energy to covering the sanctions
against Iraq. We also encourage the rest of
our readership to call or write us with sugges-
tions about the newsletter. Ideally, the PNL
should be defined by the needs of the CNY
peace and justice community, rather than just
the small body of people who enjoy working
on it . —Tim Judson,PNLEditorial Collective

(Mv.0155itiO5~
HOUSEMATE WANTED : Co-op-oriented
house in the Westcott area . 4 men & 2 women
(2 omnivores, 2 vegans, 2 vegetarians) seek a
housemate (prefer woman). Rent is affordable,
utilities included . Garden, compost, garage,
large porch . Sorry, no cats or dogs . 422-4924.

Returning Peacniks Seek Humble Abode:
Looking for a small house or apartment to rent
in or near Syracuse . Prefe close to a park or
other natural area with community-minded
neighbors . Have a dog and cat . Call Andy
Mager or Cheri Campbell at (607) 842-6858
after October 3 .

	

J
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Heading South to Stop Abuses
The November Protest to Close the SOA, Ft . Benning, Georgia

cell, calls upon those who crossed for the first

We unfortunately buy into the delinea-
tions foisted upon us by the "powers

that be." Cross the line or not cross the line.
First timers, second timers . Let us redefine
and look anew at this fall's Call to Action, an
invitation, to say the least; an urgent plea,
quite possibly; a demand we choose to put
upon ourselves because we know too much,
care too much, and can't not vigil-pray-and
commit civil disobedience at the call of the
SOA Watch.

The story should be as known as Clinton's
escapades : our government has trained, by the
thousands, military personnel from
Latin and Central America for acts
of torture, assassination, and repres-
sion . The US Army School of the
Americas at Ft . Benning, GA has
become the touchstone of all that is
wrong with US foreign policy . Pre-
dictably, only years of protest, Free-
dom of Information Act inquiries,
and fearless testimony from victims
brought the atrocities of the SOA to
light. Understandably, denial fol-
lowed; then the "few bad apples"
logic. And currently modest Con-
gressional attempts to reduce by
small amounts the budget of the School of
Assassins.

Ed Kinane recalls hitch-hiking to Colum-
bus, GA a few years ago to take part in a
protest at the gates of Ft. Benning . The move-
ment grew : 601 arrests last November, and at
least two busses are making the trip from
Seattle, Washington this November . As he
readies himself for a sixteen month federal
prison sentence for nonviolent protests at the
base, and as Ann Tiffany, Nick Cardell, Dan
and Doris Sage, and Sr. Megan Rice return to
Syracuse after serving six month sentences,
and as Kathleen Rumpf calls Jail Ministry
from Brooklyn, NY, on her way to her federal
destination for the remainder of her twelve
month sentence—as prisoners come and go,
the Call to Action is heard a bit more clearly.

Cross that line . Commit civil disobedi-
ence. Fr . Roy Bourgeois, himself in a prison

time last November — those numbering about
575 — to cross again and face the distinct
possibility of a six month prison sentence and
$3,000 fine. The maximum fme could be
$5,000. No higher prison time could be given,
given this country's laws.

The government has put the pressure on.
They hold big cards . They threaten to not only
arrest and prosecute those crossing the line a
second time, but also this threat is in the air at
Columbus: Those "crossing the line" for the
first time could be charged with a misde-
meanor, found guilty, and sentenced as were
the CNY Prisoners of Conscience: six months
and up to a $5,000 fme. No "ban and bar"
letters. Cross and get your life disrupted.
Work for justice? Then pay the price.

The Peace Council hosted a dialogue on

dissent• and redress of grievances at the
Westcott Community Center September 18.
The SOA campaign became a focus of discus-
sion . In the reflections of the evening the trap
of a false continuum became clear: write a
letter to Congress ; join in a noontime rally at
the Syracuse federal building ; go to Columbus
and vigil ; cross the line ; cross the line again.
Up the ladder of resistance and action.

Will the national media give any more
attention to another 601 arrests than given last
year? Will a response to the call for 1,000 to
"cross the line" break through the already
"bought and sold" evening news?

If the government chooses to prosecute
everyone who crosses the line, first timers and
second timers alike, will that moment in his-
tory move the atrocities of the SOA into the
consciousness of the nation?

We pride ourselves on clear thinking and

from the center, from the truth that
makes us free, from the truth that
breaks the lies and stops the funds
that run the SOA.
If we gather ourselves in small affm-
ity groups, acknowledge the good-
ness of each of us, from letter-writer
to ex-prisoner, then perhaps we can
find the individual and collective
strengths to close the SOA.
Do you know, for sure, where you

will be and what you will be doing on Novem-
ber 22, 1998? Are you willing to take the time
to discern that which is right for you and that
which will help close the SOA?

The local SOA Abolitionist Affinity
Group will hold a community meeting on
Monday, October 12, at the Franciscan Cen-
ter, the first driveway south of the intersection
of Grant Blvd. and Court St. Call the SPC at
472-5478 for more information . We will dis-
cuss the legal and practical issues relating to
the protest at Ft. Benning . From travel and
lodging concerns to discussions about "What
if they . . .," we meet as a concerned commu-
nity . We will look together at how we can
support each other, whatever our choices . We
invite your participation.

Paul Frazier helps out with the CNY/SOA
Abolitionist Affinity Group, and is a member
of the SPC Council .

dl

self-determination . And we also know, giving
a nod to the economic paradigms, that there is
a price to pay for justice. But we must keep
clear to avoid the trap of "one up-person-
ship," the trap of the continuum created by the
oppressors, and the trap of believing one per-
son can end years of torture and international
oppression.

If we were to take the artificial continuum
of letter writing-to-prison time and bring those
two actions together, as if bending a flexible
tube, perhaps we can begin to envision a circle
of support and nonviolent resistance . The

circle is strong . The circle brings all
"We are asking 1,000 `First Timers' to cross intoacommondesign. Onepomton

the line this year on November 22 . I also make
ano
the circle is

All
not

points
distingu

are
ishable from

equidistant
a special appeal to the 601 who crossed in

1997: Please consider crossing the line again
this year. Your presence at the vigil and your

possible witness from federal prison is a
powerful statement to others that pumps
new life and energy into the movement to

close the SOA ." — Fr. Roy Bourgeois
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Day Without the Pentagon
October 18, 1998 Washington, DC

The Scenario
Monday, October 19, 1998

The Rush Hour Actions at the Pentagon
Some affinity groups may want to take advan-
tage of the high visibility during morning rush
hour to begin their actions . Pentagon employ-

ees begin to arrive by the thousands between the
hours of 3 and 8am. Small numbers of people willing
to risk arrest by blocking roadways and entrances (not
highways) to the Pentagon not only would be seen by
many commuters, but also might get mentioned in the
morning traffic reports . However, considering that it may be dark and therefore dangerous for
those sitting in front of vehicles, less risky activities like banner drops from highway overpasses
or a series of signs lining the highways could be preferable.

9am The March from DC to the Pentagon
Led by Bread & Puppet Theatre

The Rally at the Pentagon
As marchers arrive at the parade ground of the Pentagon's River Entrance, the legal rally
will begin . Demonstrators who do not participate in the march should gather at the
Pentagon using public transportation . The subway stops at the Metro Court Entrance,

so protesters will have to walk clockwise almost all the way around to reach the River Entrance
(going counterclockwise is impeded by the Jefferson Davis Hwy .) . The rally will include music and
theater ; as we go to press, several speakers have been confirmed including Dave Dellenger,
Allan Nairn, and Daniel Ellsberg . In the afternoon, civil disobedience will begin again at Pentagon
entrances while the rally continues at the parade ground.

The Civil Disobedience: No Business as Usual!
Because A Day Without the Pentagon envisions a world without the military but with
adequate healthcare, food for all, decent housing, good education, a clean environment,
and a fair system of justice, we will feature different social concerns at four

of the Pentagon's five sides and establish a nonviolent blockade at the fifth side.
We expect these actions to dramatize our concerns and show all the things that
would be possible if we were free of the budget-busting expenditure of the military.
As the rally continues, affinity groups will disperse counterclockwise around the
Pentagon, beginning with those going to the Metro Entrance.

For example, activists concerned with healthcare will march towards the South
(Corridor 3)Entrance attempting to create a medical clinic for the day . (Some
Congressmembers expected that the Pentagon would be converted to a hospital
after World War II .) Stretchers and gurneys and doctors with medical gear will show
that our tax dollars would be put to better use guaranteeing healthcare — not
warfare — for all . See box for tentative themes for actions at the other entrances.

5am-
8am

/ ,epr nt rcr Conver ion and 3lcckade

(tentative plan)
Entrance Converted Use and Action

blockade/shut it down
memorials and monuments wo all who
have died or suffered because of war
and militarism
housing for homeless/soup kitchen /day
care center
education/youth affairs/social change

Metro
Heliport

Mall

River

11am-
4pm
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"Divide-and-Conquer," Conquered
A Laundry List of Lessons Learned from the Service Workers Strike at SU

I

David Schechter

I t has generally been assumed that the strike
of library and service workers at Syracuse

University was simply a mistake caused by
unwise decisions on the part of university
administration, a temporary dissatisfaction of
a small group of workers, students, faculty,
community members, a mere incidental dis-
ruption of an exploitative American workethic,
facilitated, under the specific circumstances,
by unfair pay, contracts, and administration
approaches to `negotiations'.

It was not. It was the concrete expression
of the beliefs of the many who oppose the
attempt of unscrupulous corporations (i .e. SU)
to eliminate the right to secure jobs, health
care, and pensions for all save a priveleged
few in the name of profit, disguised in terms
such as `subcontracting' and `temps'.

It was a representation of the beliefs of
the many by a truly participatory democratic
process in which those affected by an agree-
ment voted on that contract itself rather than
for `representatives' whose loyalty may be
bought and sold on the `free' market . It was a
vote against the right of employers to deliber-
ately jeopardize the health and economic sur-
vival of workers and their loved ones for the
sake of their own arrogance, their certainty in
the primacy of their economic model of 'effi-
ciency', by which those forced by the labor
market to rely on employers for wages are
made to suffer any hardship, any poverty so
that wealthy owners and managers, growing
wealthier, may at some time, somehow never
within the foreseeable future, `adequately'
reimburse them for their labor.

It was a vote against the underhanded
transfer of control over wages and benefits
from workers to employers implicit in this, in
any argument for this 'efficiency' . It was a
votefor taking that control back into the hands
of the workers, and for the union as the means
to do so, despite the denigration unions have
suffered in past years through media and po-
litical rhetoric (and legislation) — through the
corporate world's traditional ideological means
for seeking to disrupt any form of empower-
ment for oppressed groups.

It was not a vote that counted, not to those
who would rather count campaign contribu-
tions from those exploiting the many for their
own economic gain . It was a vote for the many
who are not spoken for by such representa-
tives, and who have heard their own voices in
the demands of the workers of SEIU 200A for
fair benefits and living wages, and come to
realize that there are more direct forms of
democracy.

It has once more become clear to us that
what is commonly portrayed as economic, is
inherently political, that, under the current
economic system, it demands inherently the
exercise of power by some over the health,
happiness, and even survival, of others . The
independence, both individual and collective,
of these others, this majority, these workers,
their right to a direct voice in reshaping the
ways economics has power over their lives, is
thus at stake.

As many graduate students and faculty
testified in solidarity with the striking work-
ers, a middle-class job, status, or education
does not guarantee economic or other forms of
security, making the majority, those
disempowered by the new, more `efficient'
corporate model, even greater. The perception
that being 'middle-class' did provide some
measure of security was more delusion than
reality, since those within it were and are
employed by someone else, someone who
may, for whatever reason ('efficiency', for
instance), bring their economic security to an
end.

Just as this collective delusion has been
perpetuated and put to use by those who would
isolate the poor, working class, and middle
class from each other as political strategy,
(however, strategy having real social and eco-
nomic consequences for those with no say in
it), the rabid creation of temporary or subcon-
tracted, lower-paying jobs with fewer benefits
has sought to reduce the participation of all
those affected, in any social orpolitical action,
in any democracy : when many must work at
several part-time, cruelly underpaid jobs
merely to get by, and when their job security is
uncertain, and when there are children to care
for, the rich can laugh at this robbery of the
time and energy which could be devoted to
collective social action.

This strategy (keep the workers busy and
separated) has, however, not succeeded, for

we have seen that it affects us all, and taken
action. The strike received the participation
and support of groups throughout the country,
particularly from workers, students, and fac-
ulty of other universities, where subcontract-
ing and fair wages and benfits are also at issue.
It succeeded not only in achieving many of the
items sought in an agreement, but built soli-
darity throughout and acrossnumerous groups
and communities.

Attempts by university administration to
divide the protesters from each other were
rampant, of course . It refused to negotiate a
single agreement, seeking to isolate the small
group of about fifty parking workers from the
union by demanding a contract for each group.
This failed — the union continues to support
the parking workers, and will until an agree-
ment ending on the same date as the general
contract is achieved.

But the administration tried other tactics
as well : faculty were threatened throughout
the strike with the loss of pay and benefits, and
the Chancellor, in a further (unsuccessful)
attempt to undermine faculty support, recently
announced confirmation of this . Likewise,
workers, particularly those most vocal in the
strike, have been the targets of various forms
of reprisal, including demotions and pay cuts.
All of this comes despite a prior statement by

cont. on page 21
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filly Politics II Q : When is a reserve not a reserve?
A: When your government unreservedly throws it away.

Mike Kernahan

t 's tough to have a political consciousness
these days . We have a president apparently

incapable of governing the appetites we share
with dogs or, more to the point, without the
sense to indulge them with the discretion we
expect of presidents. We have a congress
closely resembling a pack of ravenoushuskies
in its no-holds-barred pursuit of the presiden-
tial hindquarters. We have a Supreme Court
preparing to enter the twenty-first century
with a vision for the country firmly rooted
somewhere in the seventeenth. And, to con-
tinue the canine metaphor, we have an elector-
ate which, like Pavlov's dog, continues to
respond to the usual stimuli in the usual way,
but is enraged to discover
that it's getting the usual
result.

It's all highly diverting
of course, as it is no doubt
intended to be. But what
you've got to ask yourself
is: What's going on behind
all that smoke? After all,
before he became an even-
more-than-usually lame
duck president, when it came
to standing up to special in-
terests, Bill Clinton always
was a tower of jello . And the
Republicans always were,
well, Republicans . Nowa-
days when he is desperately
rooting around in his presi-
dential bag of tricks for some
deal to conclude at any cost in order to support
the illusion that he is proceeding regardless
with the business of the people, what is Bill
Clinton giving away?

He's giving away the store, that's what.
Take for example, the National Petro-

leum Reserve-Alaska (NPRA), the official
designation for 23 million acres of Alaskan
wilderness inhabited by one of the last groups
of native Americans, the Inupiat, who still live
largely by hunting and fishing. The reserve
was established by Congress in 1923 specifi-

cally to ensure a fuel supply for the Navy in
time of war. The area was transferred to the
Interior Department in 1976, on the condition
that oil development would never take place
without congressional approval . That approval
was given in 1980 when a different part of the
reserve was opened to oil leasing, thereby
making it the, decision of the Secretary of the
Interior, with presidential consent, to open the
reserve further. Last month, in a deal primarily
designed to shore up the reelection campaign
of Alaska's Democratic Governor Tony
Knowles, Secretary of the Interior Bruce Bab-
bitt opened the 4 .6 million acre northeast
quadrant of the NPRA to oil leasing as early as
spring 1999 . Never satisfied, the petroleum
industry has now launched a new campaign to
move that date forward.

TheMerriam-Webster Dictionary defines
the verb reserve as "to store for future or
special use." Since we won't have this oil in
future, as originally intended, this must be

what's called a "special use ." What's so spe-
cial about it? With oil supplies plentiful and
increasing, with oil prices at historic lows and
decreasing, with our climate already changing
due to excessive fossil fuel burning, and with
vehicle fuel efficiency steadily waning, why
do we need to open what was intended to be an
emergency oil reserve when there clearly is no
oil emergency? Simple: A) It's what the oil
companies want, and B) It's a political chip for
the current occupant of the White House to
play with.

The NPRA is the largest single tract of
undeveloped land remaining in the United
States and home to dwindling numbers of
Inupiat struggling to cope with the overpower-
ing influence of the predominant culture. It is
an environmentally fragile area also home to
the largest surviving herd of Arctic caribou in
the world . Huge numberi ofperegrine falcons,
gyrfalcons, rough-legged hawks, over five
million waterfowl and shorebirds, and more
than 90 species of migratory birds live in the
area. Environmentalists have pointed out the
incalculable value of the NPRA as wilderness.
As a storehouse of genetic material, for its
ecological systems which maintain regional
food, predator, and weather patterns, for its
clean water and its function as a sink for
airborne pollutants, to name a few, the NPRA
is priceless . Contrasted with the extremely
limited value of its use as an oil resource in a
down oil market, this is the dumbest possible
choice for the NPRA. In economic terms it

amounts to less than pennies on
the dollar.

The oil industry flacks
make the usual arguments, which
basically boil down to the claim
that this is not an "either or" choice
between wilderness and oil . Tech-
nology, they say, allows exploita-
tion of oil reserves with no envi-
ronmental impact . This is the cus-
tomary fog they spew out in place
of the reasoned arguments they
lack and, of course, nobody with
more than a room temperature IQ
actually believes it. In fact, in an
unusually frank statement made
before he was realigned with the

tqOrtfr• industry's public relations cam-
paign, Ronnie Chappell, spokes-

person for Arco Alaska said flatly, "We can't
develop (oil) fields and keep wilderness . "

Mr. Chappell (who by now has presum-
ably taken up new duties somewhere north of
the Arctic Circle) is entirely correct. Drilling
destroys wilderness. Developmentbreedsmore
development, just as development of oil re-
serves in Alaska's North Slope has bred this
development. It becomes an irresistible force
overwhelming the power of indigenous popu-
lations to control or direct it and invariably

Continued on page 21
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High-Tech War Enters a New Phase
Again, America's Poor Are the Targets
Peter E. Swords

	

"We have guided missiles and misguided men ."
— Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

"Smart is as smart does." - — Fc. . Gump

Last month's high-tech bombings in Af-
ghanistan and the Sudan were targeted as

"suspected terrorist" sites by the CIA, ex-
ecuted by US forces and covered by the media
in brazen disregard for international law, with-
out public input . Whether this was "Operation
Monica" or not, the long tail of the Pentagon is
still wagging the dog . This new "third wave"
style of warfare, described in Alvin Toffler's
book War and Anti-War, includes not just
"smart bombs," stealth planes and cruise mis-
siles, but satellites, global position sensors,
radar, and lots of software to link them to-
gether, including many high-tech "civilian"
products . The proliferation of violence in the
world is thus not only due to weapons sales,
training offoreign soldiers, NATO expansion
and other such policies of the Pentagon, but
also ushered in through the expensive "re-
volving door" of collusion between the DoD,
government officials and military contractors
such as Lockheed Martin.

There is a strong local connection . Twelve
years ago, we were writing and distributing
leaflets calling for "economic conversion" at
the GE plants in Syracuse . "Swords into plow-
shares" conversion would, we thought, not
only reduce the proliferation of dangerous
weapons but provide more stable growth in
our local economy, create more jobs for the
dollar in civilian than military production,
retrain workers and plan assistance for com-
munities instead of sudden losses of jobs due
to cancelled contracts. hi a brilliant cooptation
of this idea, GE (now Lockheed Martin) stayed
in the defense business, stayed in Syracuse
and "civilianized" produced more and more
diverse products that looked civilian, but are
now valuable components of the new high-
tech warfighting strategy. By 1991, when
"smart bombs" passed their combat tests in
the Gulf war, important components of the
"third wave" warfare were being designed and
built in Syracuse.

For example, one of the many new types
of radar have been developed here at
LMOR&SS (Lockheed Martin Ocean Radar
and Sensor Systems), the $82 million FPS-

117 3-D radar system, is part of the NATO
expansion project (see William Hartung's ar-
ticle in last month's PNL). The "dual-use
radars modernize Romania's equipment to
meet NATO standards for military uses," ac-
cording to a LM press release, and are being
marketed to other Eastern European countries
as entrance requirements for NATO . In the

new strategy, radar sensors are integral to
"forward offense" as much as to defense. LM
is also a prime contractor for two air defense
systems, the THAAD and the SAM/MEADS,
components of which are being developed in
Syracuse.

Elsewhere, Lockheed Martin continues
to build some of the most destabilizing and
destructive weapons in the world including
the Trident nuclear missiles and depleted ura-
nium weapons . LM also manages nuclear
weapons research, testing and development
facilities in Nevada and New Mexico, and is
developing the electronic warfare system for
the Joint Strike Fighter Team . LM has even
formed a long-term alliance with IBM ; of the
United States and Dassault Systemes of France,
to create computer-based aircraft develop-
ment tools and processes to allow designers
and engineers to simulate every aspect of
airplane design, support and manufacture be-
fore parts, tools and processes are actually
created. Eventually, such processes will allow
military parts to be "faxed to the front," ac-
cording to Toffler.

Just as "international terrorists" identi-
fied as such by our government tend to "up the
ante" with each new bombing in an increasing

spiral of violence and secrecy, so the high-
tech weapons trade grows by the need to pre-
empt or avenge such strikes faster, farther
away and more lethally . Just like the terror-
ists, our corporations now move from country
to country in search of strategic advantages,
willing labor and believable cover. They use
ready-made protection rackets like fighting
"rogue nations " to gain favor.

Awed by the technology, our area repre-
sentatives and Senator D'Amato have will-
ingly opened the revolving door. Congress-
man Walsh voted for the B-2 bomber, know-
ing that it didn't work or have a valid mission,
because he wanted the economic "benefits" of
advancing technology. D'Amato helped or-
chestrate state tax breaks worth $4 million in
1995 so that Lockheed could stay in Electron-
ics Park . Governor Pataki announced this lo-
cal deal at the grand opening of JOBSplus,
three weeks after the state had cut about $3-5
million from local child-welfare funds for day
care.

Lockheed Martin made deals like this by
appealing to our state and local government's
concern for jobs, but according to Hartung,
LM has already let lots of work go foreign in
"offsets" deals that allow their products to be
made in other countries . How deep is their
commitment to Syracuse?

Forgetting America's Poor
Denial of basic human rights issues is

always the other side of the military agenda.
Here in Syracuse, despite the variety of ser-
vices and experts available, the problems of
poverty and discrimination still represent the
greatest barriers to community building, barri-
ers that individual families cannot solve by
themselves . We will probably see our already
high (40%+) levels of child poverty go higher
in many city neighborhoods in the 2000 cen-
sus numbers, even if adult poverty goes down.
Yet this problem is routinely ignored and
denied by our government and community
leaders.

I work with families, some with genera-
tions of abusive histories, many living with
daily levels of stress and deprivation that
could harm children if no services or educa-
tion were available from the community . It is
sometimes hard to understand how families
can be so different from each other, but there

continued on page 13
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New York and the Death Penalty
Joe Dubovy

I s the death penalty a deterrent to crime? In
states that have reinstituted the death pen-

alty since 1973, the murder rate has increased.
Yet, in states wi,'lout a death penalty, the
murder rate has dropped. If the death penalty
is not about deterrence, what purpose does it
serve? It is convenient for politicians who
would cut funds for education, health care,
drug programs, and welfare . These are the
very same politicians who seek funds for jail
construction. To abolish the social safety net,
it is necessary to discredit or even demonize
those who would be served by that net . Why
take taxes from the middle and wealthy classes
to pay for services that the poor would not
benefit from? Three states spend more for jails
than for education : New York is heading for
that cynical goal.

Not long ago funds were shifted to the
military budget . Ronald Reagan called the
Russians "The Evil Empire" so he could ac-
celerate military spending faster than any presi-
dent. Without this "Evil Empire" how could
beleaguered taxpayers fork up funds for the
wealthy, while the poor are left to their own
resources? Simply create a new evil . Mix

Murder with torture

Grave risk of death to others

BLACK DEFENDANT

Caused great harm, fear or pain

Murder with multiple stab wounds

Murder with another felony

There Is only one solution to
the rising death penalty virus
in New York . Repeal the death

penalty Pataki gave us.

racism and fear of crime and the stew becomes
the modem equivalent of "The Evil Empire ."
Criminalize a generation of people of color
with discriminatory drug sentencing (crack
vs. cocaine) and build more death rows . Spot-
light the most heinous crimes to justify more
jails with the death penalty.

It works in Texas
where an execution
takes place every two
weeks and Texas has
the largest jail popu-
lation per capita in the
nation . Professor Ri-
chard Halperin of the
Southern Methodist
University in Dallas predicts New York will
become another Texas in a decade . One in five
New Yorkers of color between the ages of 17
and 30 will be in jail or on probation.

In New York, Darrel Harris is on death
row. He is there because he pled "not guilty"
before he understood that he was subject to
execution with such a plea . Later, his guilty
plea was not accepted. A strong constitutional
case exists due to the question of coercion.
Last month, Governor George Pataki broad-
ened the death penalty to bolster the myth that
this would make the streets safer. While the
murder has dropped since the death penalty
came to New York, it has also dropped in
states without a death penalty . It was not the

death penalty that was responsible for the
murder rate drop.

Nine death penalty cases are pending in
eight New York counties . In Cortland County,
Matthew Covington awaits trial . In Monroe
County, Angel Mateo awaits a trial date . In
Genesee County, Michael Grinnell is accused

of murdering
two fellow
salesmen by
stoning them
to death.
Grinnell's
sanity could
certainly be
challenged.

But, consider that the county prosecutor has
ten times more funds for psychiatrists than
does the defense. How do you think the sanity
issue will be decided? There is only one solu-
tion to the rising death penalty virus in New
York. Repeal the death penalty Pataki gave us.
Is this feasible?

In New Hampshire, right wing elements
introduced legislation to expand their death
penalty. A state legislator, Robert Rennie
Cushing, brought together a diverse coalition
to defeat the bill. The legislative vote was a
shocker. Not only was the death penalty ex-
pansion bill defeated, but thirty more votes
would have repealed New Hampshire's death
penalty altogether.

New York State Assemblyman Ed
Sullivan (known for his arrest in the

Being Black Can Act As An "Aggravating Factor" strug
e
gle to prevent

hitroduceollea P i
bill in the Assembly . Norman
Siegel, Executive Director of the
New York American Civil Liber-
ties Union, is writing that bill . Siegel
created the New York City Civilian
Complaint Police Review Board
that the present NYC mayor, Rudy
Giuliani, has trashed.

Assemblyman Sullivan,
Norman Siegel, and Teresa
Gutierrez, a national anti-death pen-
alty activist, will lead workshops
on Saturday October 10 from 11 :00
AM to 6 :00 PM at the Unitarian
Church, in Kingston New York (on
Sawkill Road one mile from Thru-
way exit 19) . Rennie Cushing will
be the keynote speaker, and will
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Death Penalty
Cont. from page 12
explore how New York can learn from New
Hampshire's experience . A statewide death
penalty print network newspaper will come
out of the conference, as well as a fax and e-
mail network.

Anti-death penalty activists who are dis-
couraged forget that during another Abolition-
ist struggle in 1840, Abolitionists were beaten
and murdered before a moral awakening
against slavery ensued. As our social fabric
unravels, the death penalty will be seen for
what it is : a distraction from a crumbling
social system. The October 10 conference,
taking the first step to repeal the death penalty,
becomes an historic event.

Joe Dubovy is an activist with the New
York Coalition to Repeal the Death Penalty .

db

Almost All Prosecutors Responsible for
Death Penalty Decisions Are White

High-Tech War
Continued from page 11
are similarities in their experiences. The com-
mon threads seem to be poverty, violence, and
sexual and substance abuse . What is common
in what I do with all of them is to encourage
cooperation among children and parents if
possible, and isolate the parent/s who con-
tinue to act abusively . While parents may have
grown up in fear of beatings, they learn that
with power comes responsibility . To develop
a child-friendly environment, a family works
on communication and cooperation, to get to
a kind of democracy. The trouble is that with
budget cuts in education and welfare, the
community is not supporting families enough
to sustain such efforts, and our local leaders
are still denying and covering up the local
poverty crisis.

Even I was surprised early this month
when many human-service workers like me
got a notice (see facing page) for a fundraiser
called the Poor Man's Ball. This Depression-
theme dinner-dance would cost $25 "cheap"
and have people wearing "grubbies," eating at
a "soup line," drinking "jug" wine and "home
brew," and even winning "`poor' door prizes."
Sponsors were Lockheed Martin, Omnipoint
Communications and M&T Bank. I was
puzzled when I read it was all to benefit
"Tender Mercies Foundation, Inc .", for "edu-
cational programs for the prevention of child
abuse" .

Unable to figure out whether it was a joke,
I called the agency which had sent the notice
out . The director said it wasn't a joke, but he
didn't know much about it except that "they
wanted a low-ball event" that wouldn't cost
people $100 each . He referred me to the orga-
nizer and gave me her work number, which
turned out to be at Lockheed Martin . I asked
her how she thought people in poverty might
feel about seeing the notice, whether they might
fmd it a bit demeaning or stereotyped, and
whether the event , would encourage client-
bashing. "We're not trying to make fun of these
people,"she said . I told her that poverty among
children is a big problem in this city, that I felt
this reality would be obscured and overlooked
by people attending the event, and that poverty
isacontributing factor to abuse and neglect . "I
truly believe that child abuse doesn't just start
in lower economic areas," she said, and added
that one of her major donors was a woman who
had been abused as a child . Finally, I asked her
to consider changing the theme of the event,
since it could be seen as demeaning to people
in poverty, especially the children we are serv-
ing. The event had been "a year in the making,"
and could not be changed now.

I also checked with various workers and
administrators in child welfare in an informal
poll, some nearer the administrative top of the
food chain did not see a problem with the event,
while many of those line workers doing direct
service found the notice in poor taste (as did

people in Human Rights) . The Welfare Watch-
dogs sent a letter to Tender Mercies to educate
them on what living in poverty is like.

As we go to press, we learned the Poor .
Man 's Ball was cancelled, due to lack of re-
sponse . Whether it was the Labor Day storm,
the menu or the stereotypes, we may never
know . But the larger issue that came up is a
warning of the kind of conflict our community
may have to resolve in the future . By getting
into local charity work, Lockheed Martin will
try to cement connections of dependency with
governments and communities, while gaining
an image as pro-family or child-friendly . By
investing in human services itself (such as
electronic scanning for postal systems and
software to track child support and welfare
fraud), LM and other military contractors will
try to gain control over many erstwhile govern-
ment functions as the public sector privatizes.

Where will it end? We need to educate
ourselves about the new military- industrial-
media complex, the global effects of our
government's policies, and the local needs that
go unanswered. Our currently divided commu-
nity must unite around our children. At the
same time, we need to make connections with
communities in other countries to support each
other's efforts to resolve conflicts, stop arms
sales and support human rights . Look ahead to
more articles in future PNLs around these
issues.

Peter is a social worker and activist who
fives in Syracuse.
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PEAtES
Edited by Mike KeraaGan

Get these people out of the hot sun
Following last year's defeat, David

Johnson, the former head of the Republic of
Texas founded a new movement "Texas : A
Righteous Nation under God." It's almost
certainly the first nation with a subtitle . Johnson
claims more than 144,000 members/citizens.
He promises that secession will be up for a
vote in Texas by September 1999. Mean-
while, Johnson is busy popularizing his Texas
National Constitution (which calls for leg-
islative, executive, judicial, and religious
branches), and attempting to establish dip-
lomatic relations with Mexico and Israel.
Why Israel? "They're a very integral part
of the Scripture in the erid times ."
Source : Mother Jones Magazine

But we already knew that
The Physician Leadership on National

Drug Policy (401/444-1818) recently re-
leased a study showing that addiction treat-
ment is as effective as treatments for asthma,
diabetes, and hypertension, can cut crime
by up to 80%, and is more cost-effective
than jail . PLNDP is comprised of 37 phy-
sicians and is directed by Dr . David Lewis,
a DPF board member and director of Brown
University's Center for Alcohol and Ad-
diction Studies.
Source: The Drug Policy Letter

The growing US Gulag
The number of people behind bars in

The Land of The Free reached a new high in
1997 despite a dramatic decline in the crime
rate over the past five years . By June 30,
1997, a total of 1,725,842 people were
locked up in US jails and prisons, an increase
of 6% over the previous year . It boosted the
incarceration rate from 618 per 100,000 citi-
zens in December 1996 to 645, the highest in
the world . One of every 155 US citizens is
now incarcerated.
Source : US Bureau of Justice Statistics

Even a vast wasteland needs a sewer
The first Silver Sewer Award, selected by

former Education Secretary William Bennett
and Senator Joseph Liebennan, D-Connecti-
cut, has been presented to Seagram, Inc ., the
$12 billion owners of Tropicana Orange Juice,
Universal Studios and Chivas Regal for ex-
posing TV talk show host Jerry Springer and
extremist rocker Marilyn Manson to millions

of young consumers. Bennett says that the
Springer show features "undertakers having
sex with corpses, strippers who spray breast
milk on their patrons, teenage prostitutes brawl-
ing with pimps and various other forms of
sleaze." Universal Studios produced and dis-
tributed the fight-filled Springer talk show,
and Springer's producer has said publicly that
Universal executives have encouraged him to
make the show as prurient and violent as

possible to increase its ratings . Seagrams/
Universal co-owns the Springer show in a
partnership with TV mogul Barry Diller.
Source : Multinational Monitor

Prehistoric Attitudes
A recent Johnny Hart "B.C ." comic strip

featured a character proposing a new message
for the Statue of Liberty : "Give me your lying,
worthless trash, your sleazy scum who cheat
and steal, who see our faith as balderdash, and
sin with vulgar zeal." The character sends this
message out on a stone tablet and receives
from abroad the following response, conveyed
in a crudely stereotyped foreign accent : "A
dysfunctional country! Ha! I doan bleeb it!
You theenk you are unique, do you? You

lousy steenking racist pig of a Yankee infi-
del." (Yes, that's the punchline). As if the
"joke" weren't unfunny enough, when the
Council of Islamic American Relations com-
plained about the anti-immigrant slurs, it re-
ceived a tortured response from the strip's
distributors, Creators Syndicate . The syndi-
cate claimed in the letter that the language
used in the reference to the Statue of Liberty
was no more than an "update to our present

vocabulary ." It "basically describes the
United States, with its noble intention to
accept the downtrodden and broken of
the world." As for the "steenking racist
pig" and "Yankee infidel" references,
Creators wrote that this was merely "a
medley of the appreciation the rest of the
world shows for our efforts ."
Source : EXTRA Update, the Newsletter
ofFAIR

Free Trade can be expensive
Metalclad Corp., a US-based waste dis-
posal company, claims that the Mexican
state of San Luis Potosi violated NAFTA
when it declared a local plant an environ-
mental hazard and ordered it closed down.
Eventually, the Governor declared the
site part of a 600,000 care ecological
zone . In response, Metalclad is seeking
$90 million in compensation for "expro-
priation" and treaty violations, more than
the combined annual income of every
family in the state. Environmental zon-
ing has been attacked, especially in the
US by "property rights" activists, known
as the "takings" movement, who demand
payment for complying with environ-

mental regulations. Metalclad, for example,
claims that Mexico's zoning constitutes a sei-
zure of company property . Under the property
rights extended to it by NAFTA, it charges, the
government must pay up. Though this prob-
ably wouldn't fly in a US court, NAFTA's
broad language emphasizes investor rights,
skewing international law against public in-
terest regulation. Metalclad also claims that
Mexico's federal government unofficially
encouraged the lawsuit, hoping to deflect at-
tention from pressure it placed on the state to
allow the facility . If true, this suggests that,
using NAFTA, investors and governments
collude to force unwanted or even dangerous
development on unwilling populations.
Source : Women's Visions '98
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France Goes to 35

France moved to a 35-hour work week in
May, as the French National Assembly voted
into law Socialist Prime Minister Lionel
Jospin's plan to cut France's 39 hour work
week without pay cuts.

Under the law companies with more than
20 employees must shorten the work week by
the year 2000. Smaller firms are given another
two years to comply . The exact details of how
the law will be implemented have not been
worked 'out and will be specified in a new
law to be enacted next year.

Socialists, Communists, and
Greens supported the measure
while the center-right opposi-
tion voted against it. President
Jacques Chirac opposed the
measure. France currently suf-
fers from a 12% unemployment
rate and the measure is intended
to spread existing work so that
the unemployed are given job op-
portunities.
Source : Multinational Monitor

Never Enough Room at the Inn
According to a comprehensive

prison census conducted every five
years by the US Bureau of Justice
Statistics, the US built 213 new pris-
ons between 1990 and 1995 bringing
the total to 1500 state and federal prisons
with a nominal capacity of 976,000 in-
mates, an increase of 41%. State and federal
prison employment increased by 31% to . a
total of 347,320 during the same period. The
prison population increased from 716,000 to
1 .02 million. About 20% were classified as
maximum security, 40% as medium security,
and 33% minimum security . Blacks accounted
for 48% of the population, whites 36%, and
Latinos 14%.

Despite the massive increase, state pris-
ons operated at an average 3% above capacity,
while federal prisons operated at 24% over
capacity. According to the BJS, longer sen-
tences were not a "significant factor ." Tougher
parole standards, mandatory minimum sen-
tences, and, primarily, more prisoners were
responsible for the increase in the prison popu-
lation . The effect of longer sentences has yet
to hit the system but definitely will in future as
larger numbers of people continue to be com-

mitred for longer sentences while fewer are
released.

These figures exclude the nation's 3300
local pokeys (county and municipal jails).
Source : US Bureau of Justice Statistics

It's Getting Hot in Here
The earth's climate is definitely getting

warmer. Three out of the past eight years
(1990, 1995,
and

1997) have been the hottest recorded since
1400 and the increase has been firmly linked
to human activity by scientists. Research
published in Nature in April shows that while
natural events such as volcanoes, solar radia-
tion, and El Nino have influenced weather
patterns for the past 500 years, temperature
rise in the twentieth century has been caused
by increased concentrations of greenhouse
gases, including carbon dioxide . Professor
Michael Mann of the University of Massachu-
setts who led the report said, "The anomalous

warmth of several recent years appears likely
to be related to human influences on climate ."

An examination of the entire range of
indicators to chart annual temperature pat-
terns over the past 600 years, including tree
rings, coral growth, polar ice cores, ice melt,
rainfall, and historical data, shows that the
northern hemisphere is at its warmest since the
Middle Ages. Phillip Jones of the Climatic
Research Unit of the University of East Anglia

said, " The data shows that the most dra-
matic change in temperature has come

in the twentieth century: it's higher
than in the past six centuries."

The first three months of
1998 were the warmest period of
this length ever recorded in the
world, according to the Hadley
Center for Climate Prediction
and Research in England.
Source: People and the Planet

Wither Welfare
When Congress block-granted
welfare, many advocates for the

poor worried that states might
"race to the bottom, " cutting ben-
efits to avoid becoming welfare

magnets . It's still early to say but,
for the most part, this has yet to

happen. But, says Ed Lazere of the
Center for Budget and Policy Priorities,

other problems have developed. For ex-
ample:

-Caseloads are declining dramatically, but
former recipients' poverty or employment rates
are not being measured. States have strong
incentives to cut caseloads : block grant mon-
ies remain the same and work requirements
are lower.
-Many states divert applicants by demanding
up-front job searches or calling relatives to see
if they can house applicants. In Alabama, 60
percent of applicants never receive assistance.
-Some applicants may be denied Medicaid
and food stamps.

Lazere warns, "States have tried to make
welfare less attractive, and it has worked,
partially. People often don't want to deal with
the hassle or may not want to use up time-
limited welfare assistance. But when a reces-
sion comes, that could change ."
Source : The Neighborhood Works
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"Time to Speak Out on Nine Mile One Problems"

Peace Council's Op-Ed Submitted to the Syracuse Newspapers Goes Unprinted
Tim Judson

On Thursday, September24, theNuclearRegu-
latory Commission held its long-awaited pub-
lic meeting on the Nine Mile Point I nuclear
plant . Local activists had been waiting' nearly
a year-and-a-halffor the inspection to hap-
pen, since it could reveal once andfor all that
the plant's core shroud is irreparably dam-
aged.

There are very few formal means by
which the public can hold the NRC account-
able to its stated purpose of protecting the
public interest. And although public meetings
have an abysmal record of favoring the
nuclear industry over the concerns of the

public, they can be used to expose the bias
and collusion inherent in NRC decision-
making. For instance, while claiming inter-
est in hearing the public's concerns and
being able to take them into account when
deciding whether to postpone the inspec-
tion, several of the NRC representatives at
the meeting assured the crowd that their
decision would ultimately be based upon
science and science only.

That dynamic was apparent throughout
the course of meeting, which was initially
supposed to last only from 7 :30-9 :30pm. (It
waspreceded by a two-hour session in which
the NRC reviewed NiMo's petition and the
study it was based on .) However, the public
quickly caught on to the NRC's bias toward
NiMo and demanded a more fair and respon-
sive process . Opposition at the meeting was
extensive and overwhelming . Not one com-
ment during the Public Comment session was
made in favor of NiMo's request, and the
meeting lasted until 12 :30am—3 hours longer
than it was supposed to . There were several
concerns raised by the public that the NRC
was not even able to answer, except by being
evasive or condescending.

Among the most significant points was
when the NRC was asked whether they had
any idea how badly they would allow the
plant's core shroud to be cracked before de-
claring it inoperable — or, by implication,
would they allow the industry to string the
process along, increasingly risking catastro-

phe. The panel sat speechless, unable to an-
swer the question . Eventually one of the NiMo
reps answered instead, describing the stan-
dard the industry is putting forward (which of
course is believed to be safely beyond the
point where NMI 's core shroud is now).

It was abundantly clear throughout that
the Commission is supporting NiMo's peti-
tion. Clearly, the public meeting was sup-
posed to be a rubber stamp— which it prob-
ably will be despite the strength of opposition.
They did, however, reveal a great deal about
the incestuous relationship between the
nuclear industry and the regulatory agency
that is supposed to protect us.

The following op-ed, submitted to the

~ NO
II1MORE

7 NINEN V MILE
~ NUCLEARN kl MADNESS

Syracuse Newspapers on September 17 points
out that relationship, which violates the spirit
in which the NRC was set up . It is a symptom
of the meltdown of democracy the nuclear

industry represents.
—Tim Judson, SPC Staff

R
eaders of the Post-Standard may re-
member Kyle Rabin's July op-ed about
the problems at Niagara Mohawk's Nine

Mile Point 1 (NM1) nuclear plant . In particu-

lar, Mr. Rabin described the degradation of the
plant's core shroud, the vessel which houses
the nuclear reactor and keeps key fuel, coolant
and safety systems in precise alignment. With
vertical cracks penetrating 80% through the

core shroud wall at the last inspection (March
1997), NM1 possesses by far the most se-
verely deteriorated core shroud in the country.

Despite the severity of the issue and the
increasing safety risks involved in operating
the plant, NiMo submitted a petition in May to
postpone an inspection of the core shroud
scheduled for this November — an inspection
they agreed to last year as a condition for
restarting the plant. On Thursday, September
24, the NRC will hold a public meeting (5pm-
9:30pm, Snygg Hall, SUNY-Oswego Cam-
pus) to review NiMo's case and to hear public
comment on the issue. This is the only oppor-
tunity for grassroots citizens to participate in
the process.

If the core shroud shifts even a fraction of
an inch, fuel rods would be knocked out of
alignment; control rods, which must insert
between the fuel rods to stop the nuclear
reaction, would not be able to insert, and a
melt down of the reactor could result . It is a
travesty that the NRC has even considered
postponing the inspection, for several rea-
sons:
• There is no known way of repairing the
vertical cracks, yet they compromise the
structural integrity of the piece that keeps
key safety, coolant and reactor mechanisms
in alignment. Postponing the inspection
means that not even the plant operator can
accurately assess the risk and potential prob-
lems in continuing to run the reactor.
• NiMo's basis for their petition is a study
they conducted with General Electric that

suggests the cracks are growing at half the
expected rate . If cracks are more than 80%
through, can we afford to let them grow at all?
At what point should the NRC declare the
reactor unsafe? In addition, GE is the builder
of NM1 and supplies its fuel rods, which
implies a conflict of interest in the study.
• As the US's most deteriorated core shroud,
Nine Mile 1's is essentially being used as a
case study for the nuclear industry . (The
meltdown at Chemobyl was the result of ex-
perimental operation of the reactor .) Central
New Yorkers are being forced to participate in
an experiment without being properly in-
formed, and without their consent . To allow

continued on next page
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requires the federal government to ensure that New York Green Party Candidate for US
people of color and low-income populations Senate, and Congressman Charles Schumer,
are not disproportionately burdened by envi- Democratic Candidate for the US Senate, have
ronmental hazards. It also violates President spoken out against this environmentally un-
Clinton's Initiative On Race, his blueprint for just legislation.
improving race relations in the 21st Century,

	

Kyle is a member of Syracuse Anti-

which lists amongst its goals "to identify con- Nuclear Effort and Greens of Greater

Crete policies to address critical race based Syracuse, and opposes the nuclear industry's
attempts to mess up anyone's backyard. He

problems and to identify and create plans to recently moved to Albany and works for
calm racial tension and promote increased Environmental Advocates. This article has
opportunity for all Americans ." If the objec- also been submitted to the Syracuse

tive of the President's Initiative On Race is "to Newspapers as an Op-Ed.

	

,

Nine Mile One
vetoed this terribly unjust legislation.
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6The Compact is opposed by the Mexican
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NiMo to further endanger that public by post-
poning inspection is morally unconscionable.

Not only is the NRC seriously considering
postponing the inspection, they have already
allowed NiMo to manipulate the public meet-
ing process . According to NRC representative
Darl Hood, the commission repeatedly de-
layed scheduling the meeting to allow NiMo f
more time to prepare, leaving barely enough
time to review the meeting presentations be-
fore the deadline for issuing a decision (Octo-
ber 6).

The date the commission chose conflicts
with a number of other related events, includ- s
ing the first statewide meeting of the Alliance ^;
for a Nuclear-Free New York, a network of
grassroots citizens groups concerned about the
health and environmental effects of nuclear
power on our communities . Despite the imme-
diate response of many people involved and
interested in the network, the NRC refused to

Federal Government, three border states in reschedule the public meeting — even one day
Mexico and 20 counties, local governments later. In the commission's estimation, Mr . Hood
and organizations in Mexico, Texas, and else- assured me, the conflict would only affect "a few

where in the US .

	

people," and besides, they had already announced

It's also important to mention that on the date . While the NRC says they want to hear
September 2nd, the Senate passed the TX/ the public's comments, their actions demon

ME/VT Radioactive Waste Compact Consent , trate just the opposite.
Act (S .270) by a vote of 78 to 15. S.270's People can still stop this potential meltdown
counterpart in the House of Representatives, of democracy and of government accountability.
HR629, passed on July 29 with a vote of 305- Attend the meeting, and demand that the inspec-

117 . Both of New York State's Senators, Daniel Lion go forward as scheduled.

for this unjust legislation . Voters can make a
statement on Election Day . Both Joel Kovel,

Promises Sold Down the Rio
Clinton Dishonors Initiative On Race by Signing the TX/VT/ME Radioactive
Waste Dump Compact (HR629) into Law
Kyle Rabin

Sunday, September 20, President
Clinton desecrated his Initiative On Race

and his own 1994 Executive Order on Envi-
ronmental Justice by signing the Texas/Maine/
Vermont Radioactive Waste Compact
(HR629) into law. With a stroke of his pen,
President Clinton sacrificed the civil rights of
a low-income, Mexican-American commu-
nity to the nuclear power industry.

The Compact triggers funding for a
nuclear waste burial ground in the low-in-
come, Mexican-American community of Si-
erra Blanca,Texas . Accord-
ing to original language of
this bill, radioactive refuse
from Vermont, Maine, and
Texas could be shipped to
this highly controversial
dump site along the Texas/
Mexico border. And now,
with the omission of an
amendment that would have
limited the waste that would
go to the Sierra Blanca
dump to that of Maine, Ver-
mont and Texas only,
nuclear waste generators
from anywhere can send
their waste to this dump site.

The 67% Mexican-
American community of
Sierra Blanca has an aver-
age annual income of
$8,000/year. Environmen-
tal justice is clearly being violated — the
community is already taking New York City
sewage sludge waste and is targeted for more
hazardous facilities . In fact, an amendment
that would have given local residents, or those
with businesses in the impacted community,
the legal right to challenge the dump for dis-
crimination based on race, color, national ori-
gin or income level was omitted from the bill's
final draft.

This legislation contradicts President
Clinton's 1994 Executive Order on Federal
Actions to Address Environmental Justice in
Minority and Low Income Populations which

strengthen our shared foundation as Ameri-
cans so that we can live in an atmosphere of
trust and mutual respect," then he should have

Patrick Moynihan and Alfonse D'Amato voted

	

—Tim Judson, SPC Staff
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Join a Central New York
Coalition Delegation to

Chiapas, Mexico
Witness for Peace to Violence In

Chiapas and the US School of the
Americas Involvement

Approximate Dates: March 12 -22, 1999

Community education and shared fund-rais-
ing activities will be part of palnning for the
delegation.

At this time of human rights abouses and
increasing violence in Chiapas, international
observers are needed more than ever. Our
delegation will travel to indigenous communi-
ties andminicipalities in Chiapas and will meet
with human rights workers, community
actiivists, grassroots groups, religious and po-
litical leaders.

In solidarity with people who are living
the struggle in Chaipas, we will return to our
communities with commitments and strate-
gies to address the complicity in systems of
oppression.

For more information, call Nancy Gwin
at 422-4689 or Alicia Swords at 422-4924.

SyracusfIrZaptOlta SOJidarity
A new local group i ieing formed around
issues of solidarity with . the Zapatistas of
Southern Mexico . A primarily Maya move-
ment, the Zapatistas' objectives include au-
tonomy and dignity for indigenous people and
campesinos, as well as a general transforma-
tion of Mexican democracy. In 1994, the
Zapatistas rose up in the state of Chiapas and
have since formed liberated zones wherein
communities operate according to participa-
tory democratic process, controlling life within
the village as well as directing the Zapatista
Army of National Liberation (F71.N).

As two local organizers inspired by the
Zapatistas for years, we took the initiative to
call for the formation of Syracuse Zapatista
Solidarity (SZS), a very different kind of "Third
World solidarity" -organization. For us, soli-
darity is not a unilateral relationship with an
oppressed people. We are not a charity con-

cerned merely with sending material aid to an
oppressed people . Instead, we recognize the
Zapatistas as a revolutionary movement rooted
in Maya culture, a resistance movement five
centuries in the making, a tradition from which
we can draw valuable lessons . For us, solidar-
ity means recognizing ourselves in a similar
context, acknowledging that our objectives
and theirs are essentially one in the same:
democracy, liberty, justice, dignity . This we
havebeen taughtby theZapatistas themselves.
SZS is a direct action group whose goals
include educating our community regarding
the Zapatista cause by bringing their lessons
home and practicing them here.

We have been privileged to be joined by
several more activists so far . But since our
group is very much in the early stages of self-
defmition, we are taking it upon ourselves to
describe here our motives and intentions, in
hopes that those with similar interests will join
us in this struggle. We welcome all those who
wish to learn about "zapatismo," translate its
teachings to the context of our community,
and implement the Zapatista worldview in
Central New York. Please get in touch by
calling Brian (423-4783) or Ace (423-7856),
or email zap-syr@rootmedia.org.
—ldrianne "Ace" Allen and Brian Dominick

SYRACUSE Z9PATISTA SOLIDARITY PRESENTS

FESTIVAL of R€S!STAflC€
5o6 Years FROM ARAwAK GENOCIDE To Z4PATISTA REVOLUTION

THEATER, rnt)STC,
SPEAKERS, VIDEO, FOOD

When Maya people rose up in Chiapas, Mexico, in 1994, the Zapatista rebellion
continued the tradition of 5 centuries of indigenous people throughout the so-called "New
World." Today we celebrate not Columbus' imperial voyage, but resistance to his legacy.
The Columbus Day story began with a lust for wealth and the extermination of the peace-
ful Arawak Indians . Five centuries later the struggle for self-determination, land, democ-
racy and dignity continues among those of us who say "j Enough is enough!" We will
gather to learn about, celebrate and carry on a legacy of resistance to injustice.

Event includes showing of	The Sixth Sun, performance by Zapateahv of
Toronto, a talk and blessing by Fernando Hernandez (Tzotzil Maya) and more.

SUNDAY, OCT. 11,WESTCOTT COMMUNITY CENTER, 2 - 6 PM
ADMISSION: SLIDING SCALE $0 $15
ADDITIONAL DONATIONS ACCEPTED
FOR DETAILS, CALL 423-4783 OR 423-7856
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'Dirty Books et1 Detrigerotu !beaus"

A series of readings from challenged and censored books in com-
memoration of Banned Books Week

Join the CNY Chapter of the NY Civil Liberties Union in our Annual Celebration of the
First Amendment and the Freedom to Read

Thursday, October 1 -- 6:30pm
Cazenovia College, Hubbard Hall

Dramatic readlnp by college students and Amity
(Co-sponsor .

tom . .,
h ub 8s Students for

Monday, October 5 — 94

	

pm
Utica College, Strobel Student Center

S
Community Sing to Kick Off
Choir Season

If you've ever thought that "All God's
children got a place in the choir," but some-
how this didn't mean you, then think again.
The Syracuse Community Choir invites you
to test the waters at their Community Sing-
Along on Wednesday, October 7 at 7 :30 P.M.
at the Westcott Community Center . Childcare
is provided, and the center is located at 826
Euclid Ave. This date marks the beginning of
the choir's rehersal season in preparation for
the Winter Solstice Concert on December 19.
Newcomers and past choir members, how-
ever, should view the sing-along as a fun
chance to connect or reconnect with the choir
with no further obligation . For those who wish
to do more that get then feet wet, the choir will
continue to reherse every Wednesday at the
Westcott Community Center up to the solstice
performance . This season the choir will per-
form with Jim Scott, a long-time member of
the Paul Winter Consort. He has performed at
Carnegie Hall and at the Newport Jazz Festi-
val, and brings his classical training to jazz
and folk-influenced songs whose lyrics speak
directly to peace, ecology, diversity and just
plain feeling good. The choir will also be
joined by local guest conductor and gospel
singer Frank Jones.

It is the choir's mission to provide a safe
and welcome space for anyone who wants to
sing . Themes of nonviolence, acceptance and
inclusion, such as those promoted by Jim
Scott, are expressed through song . Any and all
are welcome to jopin the Syracuse Commu-
nity Choir.

Women and RAPE

Wednesdays
Oct. 14 . Oct. 28
Nov. 11 • Nov. 18

6:45-8:15pm
601 Allen St., Syracuse
limit 7 woman — $60

This workshop is an opportunity for integra-
tion and healing. It is a time to focus on your
own experience of rape . . . It is a space where
youmay connect with other women who have
also experienced rape (assault, date rape, part-
ner, incest).

Each session, we will engage in various
expressive forms — talk therapy, writing,
meditation, ritual and body-work.
• Telling Your Story, Speaking Truth • Claim-
ing Body • Claiming Voice • A Ritual of
Healing

Becoming mindful of body and mind,
energy and emotion, we will explore the mul-
tiple meanings and dimensions that rape may
hold for you.

Call Stacey Smith at 471-5068 to register
by October 8 .

The flea' iP19 Power
of Meditation

a group far' WOI?IePt

Tuesdays 9 :30-10:30am
Oct 20th - Nov 24th

Westcott Community Center
(corner Euclid & Westcott)

6 week series — $55
limit, 10 women

Meditation is a quiet, profound form of healing.
Becoming mindfull of breath and body, en-
ergy and emotion, significant shifts may oc-
cur.

Thisgroup will draw primarily upon Bud-
dhist and feminist mediation traditions . We
will engage a variety of images and tech-
niques. We will practice breath awareness,
grounding, circling, releasing and receiving
energy and more . ..

Each session there will be a brief opening
circle for connection and discussion. Then we
will open ourselves to the healing held within
meditation.

Call Stacey Smith at 471-5068 to register
by October 7 .
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MARGARET R . MATHEWS C .S.W.
CERTIFIED SOCIAL WORKER

* Individuals
• Couples
• Sliding-scale Fee

Suzanne Dollaway, DC
Chiropractor

Dollaway Chiropractic Care, LLC

Skyline Bldg . Suite 108
Syracuse, N .Y . 13203

TeVFax:
(315) 478-1482

203 S . BEECH ST.
SYRACUSE, N .Y. 13210

(315) 424-7930

Erwin Reiner
Residential
Contracting

478-2998
Restoration

Renovation

Rehabilitation
Repair

passive solar
personal service

references

CI Yey. et i ce

fret

pradufis,+tll ::ce, orrpr~c
milk+ cheer; cherrrir - (c l
beer & chicken, bulk ire-order

buyin for amazir# saufngs.

618 Kensington Road--Syracuse, NY—13210
tel . 315-472-.1385 & Fax 315-422-9021--http://www.foodcoop .org/sr(c/

visa, mastercard, amex, novus, checks & Foodstamps accepted

open 7 days 8dm –

Syracuse Real Foo4 Cooperative
your community natural food store

	 :	 :	

The White Rose
Old Books & Antiques

501 Hawley Avenue
~

	

Syracuse, NY 13203
i

Opat~ wort till dark or by appoirstmsst
315/ 478-3312

ji I've got the cure
for your

7044nor.:t-

MICHAEL DESALVO
(315) 479-8255

906 PARK AVE
SYRACUSE, NY 13204

woxr~hr.ao-xc-ao-u:<?c,+s:ccct+,uc~atws: ;t~a
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city Politics II
Cont. from page 10
results in their destruction . Anyone who truly
believes the petroleum industry fantasy of "no
discharge" oil development has obviously
never heard of the many instances of illegal
hazardous waste disposal on the North Slope,
not to mention the Exxon Valdez.

And does anyone seriously believe that
this is where it will end? That having once
again gotten its foot in the door of the NPRA,
the oil industry will be content? Bruce Babbitt's
decision to reopen the NPRA to the oil compa-
nies and conservative Alaskan politicians is
simply the latest example of what has become
a depressingly familiar pattern.

Special interests make a claim on wilder-
ness. Environmentalists oppose it, industry
flacks spew out the usual cloud of nonsense,
and the government appoints a body to "study"
the situation . The public immediately forgets
the whole thing. The "study" continues as
long as the government can get some good
press out of it and ends at some opportune
moment, in this case (surprise!) just in time for
the November election with a wise-appearing,
Solomon-sounding compromise that splits the
wilderness pie and appears to give something
to each side . The public again forgets the
whole thing, just as it has long since forgotten
the 1980 lease sale . Time passes : it needn ' t be
much because the public has no long term
memory. Industry makes another claim and
the cycle repeats ad nauseam. The public
sw allows the illusion that if you're just "smart"
enough, a compromise can be found to make
everybody happy.

Except that with each compromise, the
wilderness pie is lessened, and can never be
replaced. Four percent of the US land mass
remains wilderness and that percentage is
shrinking at an alanning rate.

The economy of the state of Alaska, much
like that of the rest of the country, has been
allowed to become almost hopelessly addicted
to oil . Rather than attempt to deal with such an
unhealthy development, the national govern-
ment seems determined to feed that addiction
at any cost . As a result this country's wilder-
ness heritage is being trashed in the name of
short term political expediency. That's the
sort of deal they're making in Washington
these days, while the media prattles on about
Monica Lewinsky.

Mike is a member of the PNL Editorial
Collective. He lives on the Common Place
Land Trust in Truxton, NY.

db

SEW Strike
Cont. from page 11
university administration promising no retri-
bution.

The administration claimed to further the
interests of students' education by seeking to
end the strike without additional negotiation
and a fair contract. Whatever the considerable
merits of what we learned in the classroom
during the strike, however, the principles
gleaned from the strike itself have proven
enlightening in a far more direct, appreciable
sense.

We learned, first, about the rights of
women and racial minorities in this country,
not about rights as defined in politics, where
instead of providing a fair and equal education
to African Americans and the poor, those in
power point to the small percentage who suc-
ceed despite the inequalities of the system,
and pretend everyone will; not about rights as
defined in the media, where the ceaseless
objectification of women's bodies is taken to
indicate sexual `liberation', and liberation to
indicate equality ; but about how a university
(or corporation) claiming to uphold ideals of
community, equality, integrity, doesn't give a
damn about women and African Americans,
about the right of workers in jobs with greater
numbers of women and African Americans to
fair pay, fair benefits, the right to a living
wage.

Because whatever claims are made to
legal, bureaucratic, or theoretical equality, if
this equality has not produced, cannotproduce
economic equality for oppressed groups, then
it does no more than service and pay homage
to corrupt racist, sexist systems, preventing
rather than producing change by excusing
them where it is most needed.

We have learned about the sense of com-
munity so prattled over by administration rep-
resentatives, about how this `community' de-
nies a voice in it to those with the greatest need
for one. What kind of community, I would ask,
values profit above the right to free and open
debate, demanding that faculty and workers
pay to express their political beliefs? What
kind of community blackmails workers by,
threatening their children with the loss of a
college education? What kind of community
uses its poorest, those on workfare, to d irectly
oppose the just struggle of workers for eco-
nomic survival and security by demanding
that they cross picket lines? What kind of
community legislates, in this way, passes laws
to provide a captive labor force to employers
having minimal concern for workers' rights?

We have learned, in the course of the
struggle, that the right to freedom of speech

does not extend equally to everyone . We have
seenstudents and strikers alike silenced, forced
to leave the campus, harrassed by law enforce-
ment — (just which laws or amendments were
they enforcing anyway?) — their names and
pictures catalogued and made suspect for en-
gaging in peaceful protest. In this we have
seen how supposedly democratic institutions
revert to a form of martial law to prevent
dissent, in order to serve and toady to the
interests of those in power. While workers,
faculty, and students were denied freedom of
speech in the university, in the very locus of
the struggle, the administration remained free
to publicize its own views where it pleased.

We have in this the hypocrisy of corpora-
tions which would deny, orreserve the right to
deny freedom of speech to those within them,
an the grounds that their own geographic,
physical location is private, and then employ
their own wealth to disproportionately propa-
gate their viewsthrough the mass media, which
has access to virtually every `private' resi-
dence in the United States . From this, we have
learned that freedom of speech extends dis-
proportionately to those with economic power
and control over the sites of cultural and eco-
nomic production.

We have learned that economics controls
not only the right, but the need to speak:
because the adminstration controlled the eco-
nomics, (to the extent that the food, shelter,
and health care of its members were not in
jeopardy — in contrast to the food, shelter,
health care of the striking workers), it was able
to choose not to speak, which it did specifi-
cally to its benefit by withholding its views in
the majority of public situations to prevent an
analysis of any possible flaws, misconcep-
tions, equivocations, or misrepresentations
therein.

In the few instances in which the admin-
istration did engage in public dialogue and
open debate, it often provided incomplete or
misleading information, explaining no logical
or credible reason or motive for its early ulti-
matum and refusal to negotiate, or for its
treatment of workers and their right to a say in
the functioning of the university community.
Throughout all this, we have finally come to
see that the only check to the disproportionate
right of those with economic might to control
the course of public and private debate lies in
the collective strength and solidarity of unions
and other organizations committed to social
justice.

David is a student and activist at SU .



Look beyond all the corporate hype. Choose us for socially responsible
investing, loans, and service for people by people who care.

Syracuse Cooperative Federal Credit Union
723 Westcott St . Syracuse, NY 13210 (315)471-1116

Accounts Insured by NCUA

ARE YOU PLANNING
YOUR PERSONAL OR BUSINESS FINANCIAL FUTURE?

LET
Hansen's Financial Er Tax Service

Susan S . Hansen
Registered Principal, CFP, LUTCF

Branch Office, Cadaret, Grant, & Co ., Inc., Member NASD and SIPC

YOU MAY WISH TO CONSIDER: * Mutual Funds, Annuities, Stocks or Bonds
(including Socially Responsible Investments)

* Life, Disability, Long Term Care or Health Insurance

315-637-5153

	

800-318-9780 ASSIST YOU IN MAKING
WISE DECISIONS
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Stop the Killing!
Protest the Unlust SaNCtIOnS against Irau

Since 1991, over L5 million Iraqipeop/e have died

because of the US government's economic sanctions.

Over 700,000 are children . Agenerationis growing
up suffering the effects of ma/nutrition and immeasurable

hardship and grieving. Parents are helpless to provide

for their families because there are simply not enough

food, clean water, medicine and other basic necessities

to go around . We must act to stop the genocidal

policies of our government.

Friday, Ocober 9th • 2 :15-4:3Oprn
HINISV Federal DuIIding• Boa S. Clinton sr., Sraciise

Complimentary Copy

please subscribe

	

STILL $12/yr!
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C
924 Burnet Ave,
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 472-5475

loin US for a
Demonstration
▪ of our solidarity with the Iraqi people

• of ouropposition to our government's
merciless profiteering

• of our desire for peace & cooperation
among the world's peoples
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